Abstract. For every positive integer k, it is shown that there exists a positive definite diagonal quaternary integral quadratic form that represents all positive integers except for precisely those which lie in k arithmetic progressions. For k = 1, all forms with this property are determined.
Introduction
In a recent paper [11] , Williams posed and answered a variety of interesting questions regarding the integers represented by diagonal positive definite quaternary integral quadratic forms. Among them are several which relate to the avoidance of arithmetic progressions by the represented value set of a quadratic form of this type. For example, can such a form represent all positive integers except for those in an arithmetic progression? What about two arithmetic progressions? Both of these questions are answered in the affirmative in [11] by producing specific forms having these properties. The proofs given there are elementary and are based on the classical theorem of Lagrange on sums of four squares.
It is natural to extend this line of inquiry and ask whether it is possible for a diagonal positive definite quaternary integral quadratic form to represent all positive integers except for those in exactly k arithmetic progressions, for any positive integer k. In this paper, we will show that this is indeed possible for all positive integers k. In the process, we will investigate more generally, for positive definite integral quadratic forms of rank at least 4, when the represented value set of such a form can avoid precisely a union of arithmetic progressions. We explain how this phenomenon of avoiding arithmetic progressions arises from local obstructions to representation, and point out the connection with the theory of forms that are regular, in the sense of Dickson [3] .
Preliminaries
Throughout the remainder of the paper we will adopt the modern geometric language of quadratic spaces and lattices. Our terminology and notation will follow that of [8] , unless otherwise indicated. The symbols Q, Z and N will denote the field of rational numbers, the ring of rational integers, and the set of natural numbers, respectively. Throughout the paper, the term lattice will always refer to a finitely generated submodule L on a finite dimensional quadratic space (V, Q) over Q. Moreover, it will be assumed throughout that the scale of any lattice L under consideration (that is, the fractional ideal generated by the set {B(x, y) : x, y ∈ L}, where B is the symmetric bilinear form on V for which Q(v) = B(v, v) for v ∈ V ) is equal to Z. So the determinant of the Gram matrix of L with respect to any basis is an integer, which will be denoted by dL. The notation L ∼ = a 1 , . . . , a n means that L has an orthogonal basis with respect to which the Gram matrix of L is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a 1 , . . . , a n .
The represented value set for the lattice L is
For a positive definite lattice L we will use the notation E(L) to denote the excluded set N \ Q(L).
For a prime p, Z p will denote the ring of p-adic integers and Z × p the group of units of Z p . So for each α ∈ Z p , there exists a unit
Arithmetic progressions and local obstructions
For positive integers a < m, let A a,m denote the arithmetic progression {a + mx : x ∈ N ∪ {0}}. For the purpose of this paper, we will refer to the arithmetic progression A a,m as admissible if ord p a < ord p m for all primes p such that p | m. Our goal in this section and the next will be to characterize those positive definite lattices for which E(L) is a union of finitely many admissible arithmetic progressions. In the final section of the paper, we will return to the question of how many arithmetic progressions are required in such an expression. For this question, some care must be taken in counting since, for example,
and so on. To make the counting precise, for any k ∈ N we will say that a positive definite lattice L avoids exactly k arithmetic progressions if E(L) is a union of k admissible arithmetic progressions, but no such expression exists for a union of fewer than k arithmetic progressions. Now let L be a lattice with rank L ≥ 4 and let p be a prime. Note first that if p ∤ dL, then L p is unimodular and Q(L p ) = Z p . If p | dL, let r := r(p) be the positive integer such that p r Z p is the scale of the final component in a Jordan splitting of L p . Then, using the condition that rank L ≥ 4, it follows from the criteria in [7, Theorem 1] if p is odd, or [7, Theorem 3] 
As the elements of Z p of a given order lie in exactly two squareclasses modulo (Z × p ) 2 if p is odd, and exactly four squareclasses modulo (Z × 2 ) 2 if p = 2, it then follows that for each prime p there are at most finitely many squareclasses modulo (Z × p ) 2 that fail to be represented by L p . Now consider one such squareclass a(Z × p ) 2 with a ∈ Z and write a = p ℓ b, where p ∤ b. Let b denote the residue of b modulo p (or modulo 8 when p = 2). Consider first the case of an odd prime p. Then, by the Local Square Theorem [8, 63:1] , b is a square (nonsquare, respectively) modulo p if and only if b lies in a system {ε 1 , . . . , ε p−1 2 } of quadratic residues (nonresidues, respectively) modulo p. That is,
So, whenever a ∈ E(L p ), all elements of this union are excluded from representation by L p , hence from representation by gen L. That is,
When p = 2, we have b ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7} and
Repeating this process for each of the finitely many primes p dividing dL and each of the excluded squareclasses modulo p, we ultimately obtain a union U of admissible arithmetic progressions which is contained in E(gen L) and which accounts for all of the local obstructions to representation. Since any positive integer not in Q(gen L) must be excluded by failure to be represented by L p for at least one such prime p, in fact we then have E(gen L) = U . The preceding discussion is summarized in the following statement:
is a finite union of admissible arithmetic progressions.
Connection to regularity
It follows immediately from Proposition 1 that if the positive definite lattice L is regular, then E(L) is a finite union of admissible arithmetic progressions. The primary goal of this section is to prove that the converse is also true. In order to do this, we will first prove two lemmas regarding the arithmetic progressions contained in Q(gen L) and E(L) Lemma 1. Let L be a positive definite lattice with rank L ≥ 4 and let A a,m be an admissible arithmetic progression.
Since gcd(a ′ , m ′ ) = 1, by Dirichlet's theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression, the set P ′ = {λ ∈ A a ′ ,m ′ : λ is prime} is infinite. Therefore the set P = {dλ : λ ∈ P} is an infinite subset of A a,m all of whose elements are divisible by bounded powers of all primes. Since P ⊆ Q(gen L), it follows from [9, Theorem 1] that all sufficiently large elements of P are represented by L, which yields the desired result. Proof. On the contrary, suppose that a ∈ Q(L p ) for all primes p | m. Let q be a prime such that q | 2dL but q ∤ m. By the assumption that the scale of L is Z, when q is odd there exists an integer α q ∈ Q(L q ) such that q ∤ α q ; when q = 2, there exists an odd integer α 2 such that 2 δ α 2 ∈ Q(L 2 ) for either δ = 0 or δ = 1. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is a smallest positive integer λ such that
For an odd prime p | m, we then have λ ≡ p ord p a a 0 (mod p ord p m ) with p ∤ a 0 (or λ ≡ 2 ord 2 a a 0 (mod 2 ord 2 m+2 ) if p = 2 | m). Since the arithmetic progression A a,m is assumed to be admissible, ord p a < ord p m for all primes p | m and it thus follows from the Local Square Theorem that λ ∈ a(Z × p ) 2 . Therefore λ ∈ Q(L p ), since a ∈ Q(L p ). The Local Square Theorem also ensures that λ ∈ Q(L q ) for any q | 2dL for which q ∤ m. Hence we see that λ ∈ Q(L p ) for all primes p; that is, λ ∈ Q(gen L). Now consider the arithmetic progression A λ,M , where
Any element µ of A a,m is congruent to λ modulo a sufficiently high power of each prime p | dL to guarantee that µ ∈ Q(L p ); hence,
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 2. Let L be a positive definite lattice with rank L ≥ 4. Then E(L) is a finite union of admissible arithmetic progressions if and only if L is regular.
Proof. It remains to prove only the forward implication. So assume E(L) is a finite union U of admissible arithmetic progressions. If 2 | m for some A a,m ⊆ U , note that A a,m = A a,2m ∪ A a+m,2m . Since A a,m is admissible, we have ord 2 (a + m) = ord 2 a. By repeating this process as necessary, we may assume that ord 2 m − ord 2 a ≥ 3 for all arithmetic progressions A a,m ⊆ U . Now suppose that λ ∈ E(L). So there exists an arithmetic progression A a,m ⊆ U such that λ ∈ A a,m . Since 
and L is regular.
Diagonal quaternary lattices
In this section, we return to the special case of diagonal quaternary lattices and prove the results stated in the abstract. Proof. Let T ∼ = 1, 3, 9 . Since T has class number 1, it was known already to Dickson that
} be a basis for the lattice L(r) with respect to which the Gram matrix is 1, 3, 9, 9 r , and let
Also Q(L(r) p ) = Z p for all primes p = 3. Using this local information, it can be shown that
In the latter case,
So there exists a vector w ∈ T such that Q(w) = λ − 9 r . Hence λ = Q(w + v 4 ) ∈ Q(L(r)). We conclude that Q(gen L(r)) = Q(L(r)) and
Thus, E(L(r)) can be written as a union of r + 1 admissible arithmetic progressions.
It remains to show that E(L(r)) cannot be written as a union of fewer than r + 1 admissible progressions. So suppose
for some t ≤ r − 1. Since 2 ∈ E(L(r)), we may assume, by re-indexing if necessary, that 2 ∈ A a 1 ,m 1 . Since A a 1 ,m 1 ⊆ E(L(r)), there is a prime p | m 1 such that a 1 ∈ E(L(r) p ). As L(r) p is universal over Z p for all p = 3, it follows that 3 | m 1 . So
Next note that 6 ∈ E(L(r)) and 6 ∈ A 2,3 ; hence 6 ∈ A a 1 ,m 1 , and we may assume, again by re-indexing if necessary, that 6 ∈ A a 2 ,m 2 . It follows from
Continuing in this way, it can be seen that each A a j ,m j must be contained in one of the sets
But then the element 2 · 3 2r−1 cannot be contained in any of the sets A a j ,m j , 1 ≤ j ≤ t, which is a contradiction.
Remark: In the preceding proof, it is proven that the lattices L(r) are in fact regular. This is also proven in [5] , but we have chosen to include the argument here for the sake of completeness.
To conclude the paper, we will determine all of the diagonal quaternary lattices for which the excluded set consists of exactly one arithmetic progression. According to Proposition 2, all such lattices must appear in the list of regular diagonal quaternary lattices determined in [5] . This list contains 106 individual lattices and 180 infinite families, arranged so that all those having the same first three coefficients are grouped together. In the following example, we analyze the regular lattices having leading ternary sublattice 1, 1, 1 .
Example: Consider the regular lattices of the type 1, 1, 1, d . According to [5] , the lattices of this type which are regular are:
2r+1 , where r ∈ N ′ and x = 1, 2, 3.
Among this list, the lattices with d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are known to be universal [1] and hence have empty excluded set. Also, for the leading ternary sublattice T = 1, 1, 1 , it is a classical result that the excluded set E(T ) consists of the integers of the type 4 k (8n + 7) for k, n ∈ N ∪ {0}. In particular, 23, 28 ∈ E(T ). Suppose it were the case that E(L) = A a,m for some L ∼ = 1, 1, 1, d with d > 28. Since 23, 28 < d, it follows that 23, 28 ∈ E(L).
Since the difference between 28 and 23 is 5, m would have to be 5. But this leads to a contradiction since 7 ∈ E(L) but 12 = 7 + 5 ∈ Q(T ) ⊆ Q(L).
So we see that E(L) = A a,m whenever d = x · 2 2r+1 with r ≥ 2. So we are left with the three lattices 1, 1, 1, d with d = 8, 16, 24. In each case, the lattice contains a sublattice that represents all multiples of 4. For example, 1, 1, 1, 24 contains a sublattice isometric to 4 1, 1, 1, 6 ; since 1, 1, 1, 6 is universal, this yields the result. So in these three cases, the excluded set is precisely A 7,8 .
Using similar arguments, an analysis of all the regular diagonal quaternary lattices leads to the following result: 
